THE CAROL TRESOLINI SCHOLARSHIP 2021

UNC World View is committed to ensuring accessibility to our programs for all North Carolina K-12 and community college educators. We are pleased to provide annual scholarships for select educators to attend UNC World View programs. In honor of UNC’s former Vice Provost of Academic Initiatives, Carol Tresolini, we will offer a scholarship for a fall program. In 2021, the scholarship will be awarded to a participant of the October 21, 2021 program, Global Education in a New World. The registration scholarship recipient will also be featured on UNC World View’s website and in an electronic newsletter.

After more than 24 years of service to Carolina, Vice Provost of Academic Initiatives, Carol Tresolini, retired in 2020. Dr. Tresolini was instrumental in supporting UNC World View’s work in North Carolina and provided oversight to UNC’s centers, institutes and other programs, like UNC World View. The scholarship is offered in appreciation for her commitment to UNC World View and to global education.

Criteria:
The 2021 Carol Tresolini Scholarship will be presented to one K-12 educator who has attended a UNC World View professional development program during the 2020-21 academic year and has demonstrated a commitment to bringing the world to North Carolina students. Past program participation can include attendance at a virtual program or completion of remote modules.

Application Process:
We want to hear about your global education successes and commitment to global education! Please share your story and submit a short essay (no more than 500 words) describing how your participation in a UNC World View professional development program has impacted your instruction or classroom, including a short description of an activity you implemented with your students or how participating in UNC World View will advance global learning in your classroom or school. Please submit your final essay and no more than three photographs and/or a two minute or less video to Julie Kinnaird, Associate Director of K-12 at kinnaird@unc.edu.

Please note that all images, video and text submitted will become the property of UNC World View and must have the necessary permissions, particularly if images of minors are included, to be posted to the UNC World View website.

Deadline for submission is October 5, 2021. Recipient will be notified by October 8, 2021.